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Abstract— Inspired by control theoretic approaches to
studying motor control, we experimentally measured how a
brain-machine interface (BMI) user responds to an unexpected
perturbation. We randomly applied a step cursor position
offset while a monkey controlled a BMI cursor using decoded
motor cortical spiking activity. The subject was able to rapidly
correct for these perturbations and (re)acquire the target
regardless of when in the trial this cursor jump occurred. We
observed a corrective neural response in motor cortex starting
115 ms after the cursor jump. At no time did the neural
response to detecting this externally-induced error manifest
itself (through the decoder) as a deleterious velocity change
pushing the cursor away from the target. These results show
that a user of a high-performance BMI can make rapid,
accurate corrections to errors and that, insofar as the neural
computations needed to counteract the error may involve
motor cortex, these computations do not appear to interfere
with BMI cursor control.

I. INTRODUCTION
Brain-machine interfaces (BMIs) decode neural activity
to allow a user to directly control an effector such as a
computer cursor [1], [2] or robotic arm [3], [4]. Inspired by
these studies in non-human primates, intracortical BMIs are
now being tested in pilot clinical trials to restore
communication [5], [6] and movement [7], [8] to people with
paralysis. Further progress in BMI capabilities will require
greater scientific understanding of how the brain controls a
BMI and incorporates it into its motor schema. We pursued
this question using an approach that has proven highly
fruitful in basic motor neuroscience: perturb the motor
system and observe how it responds to, and corrects for,
errors [9]–[11]. We adapted the systems identification
technique of applying an unexpected step perturbation to the
controlled plant (e.g., a torque applied to the arm during
reaching [12]) to the context of BMI control by introducing a
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sudden BMI cursor position offset (“cursor jump”), while a
monkey was trying to bring the cursor to a target. Although
several groups have studied how the sensorimotor system
responds to a continual perturbation consisting of changing
the neural-to-kinematic mapping of the BMI decoder [13]–
[16], to our knowledge this is the first time that the response
to a step perturbation has been studied.
We focused this initial investigation on characterizing
how well a BMI user is able to detect and subsequently
correct for the error introduced by the perturbation. This
question will become increasingly important as BMI users
perform more complex tasks in which unexpected errors can
and will occur – for example, if a BMI-driven prosthetic arm
is bumped as it reaches towards a cup. We were specifically
interested in two questions. First, we measured how quickly a
BMI user relying on visual feedback of the cursor position
begins to respond to a perturbation. This control loop latency
sets a fundamental limit to how controllable the BMI will be
in the face of changing task goals. Second, we wanted to
know whether the neural correlates of detecting the cursor
jump and initiating its correction could themselves interfere
with ongoing BMI control and exacerbate the error. This is a
germane concern for the following reason: although error
detection/correction introduces a strong change in motor
cortical neural activity [17]–[19], there are many possible
mechanisms (e.g., [20]) in place to prevent this activity from
driving unwanted activations of the muscles. The brain’s
response to having an arm bumped does not cause the arm to
momentarily twitch uncontrollably. During BMI use,
however, the same neural population involved in correcting
an error is also directly connected to the BMI output; this
raises the worrisome possibility that the neural computation
of a corrective response may itself introduce additional error.
II. METHODS
A. Behavioral Tasks
All procedures and experiments were approved by the
Stanford University Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee. A rhesus macaque (monkey J) was trained to sit
head-fixed in a primate chair and perform 2D target
acquisition tasks by controlling an on-screen cursor with
either his hand position or via a BMI in order to obtain a
liquid reward. The task was displayed with a latency of 7 ± 4
ms as in [2]. We used a “hand controlled training, hand free
BMI control” paradigm [21] in which the monkey was free
to move his arm during BMI control. At the start of each
experiment the monkey first performed a center-out-andback Radial 8 Target task which provided training data for a
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Fig. 1. (A) Overview of the BMI cursor jump experiment. A monkey controls a cursor using decoded neural activity from two 96-electrode arrays in motor
cortex. He performs a two-target center-out-and-back task, and on a random 25% of outward trials the cursor is “jumped” 60 mm perpendicular to the task
axis. The jump occurs after the cursor has travelled 30 mm (teal), 60 mm (orange), or 100 mm (blue) along the task axis, or during the target hold time
(pink). (B) Cursor trajectories during perturbed trials from one example dataset. In this experimental session, the task axis was the horizontal dimension,
and 90% (10%) of jumps were up (down). All trials originated from the center target and proceeded to the left or right targets. Target boundary boxes are
shown as dashed grey squares. Dataset J-2013-10-31.

decoder. After holding the center target, one of eight
peripheral targets 12 cm from the center was displayed. To
acquire it, the monkey had to hold the cursor inside a 4 x 4
cm square acceptance region for a contiguous 500 ms.
The main BMI task analyzed in this study was a twotarget variant of the same cursor task. The two possible
targets were arranged either along the horizontal axis or
vertical axis (the “task axis”) and the sequence of targets was
random. The monkey had 3 seconds to reach the target or else
he failed the trial. The key experimental manipulation was
that on a random 25% of trials towards the peripheral targets,
a perturbation was applied (Fig. 1). This perturbation
consisted of offsetting (“jumping”) the cursor position by 60
mm perpendicular to the task axis. During perturbation trials,
the jump occurred after one of four randomly selected and
equally likely conditions were met. Three of the criteria were
spatial: the jump happened after the cursor travelled either 30
mm, 60 mm, or 100 mm towards the target along the task
axis. The fourth criterion was that the jump happened during
the target hold period. Only one perturbation could happen
per trial, and these perturbation conditions were interleaved
throughout each session. These four criteria comprise the
four different cursor jump conditions examined in this study.
For technical reasons, the perturbation was actually applied
on the next decode update time step following the criterion
being met (i.e., within 25 ms). The time of the cursor jump
command was recorded with 1 ms resolution, after which it
appeared at the next monitor update.
Fourteen datasets were collected and analyzed for this
study. Six of the datasets did not have the jump during hold
condition; instead, they included additional conditions (not
analyzed in the present study) in which the cursor jump
magnitude was either 30 or 90 mm. For 9 (5) datasets, the
targets were arranged along the horizontal (vertical) axis,
with cursor jumps either up or down (left or right). The
distribution of jump directions was 90/10% in four datasets
and 50/50% in the remaining ten datasets. The hold period
jump happened 125 (275) ms after the cursor entered the
target in three (five) datasets; these conditions’ data were

similar and thus were combined into a single “jump during
hold” condition.
B. Neural Recording and Decoding
Monkey J was implanted with two 96-electrode arrays (1
mm electrodes spaced 400 µm apart, Blackrock
Microsystems) using standard neurosurgical techniques [22]
50-63 months prior to these experiments. One array was
implanted into primary motor cortex (M1) and the other into
dorsal premotor cortex (PMd) contralateral to the reaching
arm. Voltage signals from each of the 192 electrodes were
band-pass filtered from 250 to 7500 Hz and then processed to
obtain multiunit “threshold crossings” spikes. A spike was
detected whenever the voltage crossed below a threshold set
at the beginning of each day to be -4.5 × rms voltage [23].
We did not spike sort to assign spikes to individual putative
neurons and instead grouped together threshold crossings
from a given electrode “channel”; the population activity will
therefore include both single- and multiunit activity. Both
arrays recorded good signals, with spikes detected on almost
every electrode.
BMI control of the cursor’s velocity was enabled using
the Recalibrated Feedback Intention Trained Kalman Filter
(ReFIT-KF) decoder and training algorithm described
extensively in [2]. Briefly, at the start of each experiment we
trained a position + velocity Kalman filter from a training
dataset of ~500 arm-controlled Radial 8 Task trials. This
first-pass decoder was used to complete an additional ~500
trials of this task under BMI control. This closed-loop data
was then used to fit the final ReFIT-KF velocity decoder after
several modifications of the kinematics training data to
improve the estimation of the animal’s true intent. Since we
experimentally manipulated cursor position via the cursor
jump, we did not apply the “position subtraction” ReFIT-KF
operation used in [2] to avoid having the cursor jump
explicitly affect decoded velocity. It is worth emphasizing
that during closed-loop use this decoder rapidly converges
[24] to a steady-state linear decoder of the form
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x(t) = M1x(t-1) + M2y(t)

(1)

The performance penalty introduced by the cursor jump,
in terms of additional time needed to make a successful target
acquisition, increased as a function of how late into the trial

1197 ms

Time to Target

1147 ms

Jump at 30 mm
Jump at 60 mm
Jump at 100 mm
Jump during hold

909 ms

We measured how changes in neural activity evolved
after a cursor jump perturbation in two ways. To see how
activity evolved in the “decoder-potent” subspace, we
projected the vector y(t), consisting of each channel’s spike
counts in a 25 ms bin ending at time t, through the decoder
observation matrix M2 (1). This allowed us to measure the
“neural push” [25] (i.e., how neural activity would influence
decoded x- and y- velocity at each millisecond). Note that
this is intended as an offline analysis of how neural activity
evolves in the decoder-potent subspace, and does not exactly
match the actual closed-loop BMI kinematics because the
latter is only updated every 25 ms and is also smoothed by
the M1 matrix (1). To isolate the change in neural push due to
the monkey detecting and correcting for the cursor jump
perturbation, we first subtracted from each perturbed trial’s
jump-aligned neural push the mean neural push on
unperturbed trials towards the same target. To compute this
unperturbed neural push, we aligned each unperturbed trial’s
neural push to when a cursor jump would have happened on
said trial if the jumped trial’s perturbation condition had been
in effect. Thus, the time-varying neural push normally used
to generate the typical trajectory to a target was subtracted
away from the measured jump-induced change in neural
push. To examine how neural activity changed due to
perturbations without regard to the decoder, we simply
measured perturbation-induced change in firing rate averaged
across all channels. We subtracted each channel’s trialaveraged unperturbed firing rate (aligned to when the jump

A. Rapid Correction of a BMI Cursor Jump Perturbation
We measured how a monkey performing a twodimensional cursor task using a high performing BMI
responded to an unexpected error resulting from a cursor
jump perturbation. The perturbation was applied in one of
two possible directions and at one of four possible phases on
25% of trials. The monkey smoothly and rapidly corrected
the trajectory error introduced by all cursor jump conditions.
The example cursor trajectories in Fig. 1B show typical
single-trial responses to perturbations, while Fig. 2 shows
quantified average kinematic responses. For perturbations
during the early (30 mm) and middle (60 mm) phase of a
trial, the monkey maintained his velocity towards the target
and compensated for upward (downward) cursor jumps by
applying a corrective downward (upward) velocity
component. Note that the immediate and continued reduction
in distance to target for these conditions in Fig. 2. is due to
ongoing velocity along the task axis and does not reflect a
(biologically impossible) instantaneous corrective response.
When perturbations occurred just as the cursor entered the
target acceptance region (100 mm) or during the hold epoch,
the monkey corrected for this error by bringing the cursor
back towards the target with minimal movement in the
direction orthogonal to the perturbation. There were no
significant performance trends as a function of experimental
session number, i.e. no sign of across-study learning.

977 ms

We quantified the effect of the perturbations on cursor
control performance using two metrics. Time to target
measured how long it took to acquire the target, not including
the 500 ms required final hold time, but including incomplete
earlier holds. For the jump during hold condition, we also did
not include the initial hold time preceding the cursor jump,
since this time was “stolen” in the sense that there was no
way for the animal to minimize this penalty. Distance to
target measured the Euclidean distance between the cursor
position and the center of the target as a function of time
relative to the cursor jump.

III. RESULTS

698 ms

C. Analysis of Reponses to Cursor Jumps
The monkey almost always successfully acquired targets,
despite cursor jumps, except when he ceased to engage in the
task. We thus restricted our analysis to successful trials. To
exclude trials where the monkey briefly ceased to engage in
the task, we removed outlier trials with times to target more
than three standard deviations longer the mean. Combining
across the five datasets, we analyzed 16,005 unperturbed
trials, 1,041 jump at 30 mm trials, 977 jump at 60 mm trials,
1,007 jump at 100 mm trials, and 582 jump during hold trials.

would have happened as described above) from perturbed
trial’s jump-aligned firing rates, and then averaged this
change across all channels. We note that this is a rudimentary
and conservative analysis because it averages across channels
and does not take the absolute value of change of firing rates.
Consequently, increases and decreases of activity across
channels, targets, and perturbation directions could have (but
in practice did not) cancel out.

Distance to Target Center (mm)

where x(t) is a 5 x 1 state vector of x- and y- position and
velocity, and a 1 bias term. y(t) is a 192 x 1 vector of each
channel’s spike counts in the current non-overlapping 25 ms
decoder time step. M1 is a state dynamics matrix that
smooths velocity over time and lawfully integrates velocity to
change position. The observation matrix M2 applies no neural
contribution to position but has two rows of weights that
linearly map each channel’s firing rate to an x- and yvelocity component, after subtracting a baseline firing rate.
The net effect of observed neural activity at time step t onto
velocity is the summation of these velocity components.

No
Jump

Target Boundary

Time after Cursor Jump (ms)
Fig. 2. Kinematics of responses to cursor jumps. Mean distance to target is
plotted as a function of time relative to the cursor jump. The monkey was
able to rapidly correct the cursor position error and acquire the target. Data
are combined across all fourteen experimental sessions. (Inset) Mean ±
SEM time to target for unperturbed and cursor jump trials. All conditions’
means were significantly different from one another’s (p < 0.001).
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Change in Neural Push (cm/s)

8

perturbation-evoked change of firing rate which preceded the
earliest change in neural push. This response was particularly
pronounced for the jump at 100 mm and jump during hold
conditions, which may reflect the response being easier to
detect in these conditions because of their lower overall firing
rates at the time of the perturbation. This initial transient
diminished before firing rates again increased, now as a
decoder-potent error correcting response. Note that in this
analysis (unlike in Fig. 3) we are plotting change in neural
push magnitude (i.e. changes in both x- and y- velocity) so as
to explicitly compare overall firing rate change to how neural
activity changes in the decoder-potent dimensions, without
restricting the latter to only the perturbation axis.
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Fig. 3. Neural responses to cursor jump perturbations. Solid traces show
how the population neural response to a cursor jump affects decoded
velocity (“neural push”) in the direction opposing the perturbation.
Downward arrowheads mark the response latency, defined as when a
significant change (p < 0.001) in neural push was first detected. These
latencies were 142, 129, 122, and 173 ms for the 30, 60, 100 mm, and hold
jump conditions, respectively. Dashed traces show (minimal) change in
neural push along the task axis (i.e., orthogonal to the perturbation) for the
two conditions where continued velocity towards the target was required.
All traces are means across trials from all experimental sessions.

the perturbation occurred (Fig. 2 inset). This penalty was 210
± 9 ms (difference of means ± std of this difference) for
jumps at 30 mm towards the target, 279 ± 10 ms for jumps at
60 mm, 449 ± 8 ms for jumps at 100 mm, and 499 ± 10 ms if
the jump happened during the target hold.
B. Neural Response to Cursor Jump Perturbation
We next examined the neural response to a cursor jump
perturbation. We specifically were interested in how the
neural response evolved as viewed through the decoder,
which maps firing rates to BMI cursor velocity. Although all
of the recorded channels contributed differently to the
decoder, we can summarize the net effect of cursor jumpevoked population activity change as a change in “neural
push” contribution to velocity (Fig. 3). This response began
as soon as ~115 ms (after accounting for an additional 7 ms
monitor refresh latency) following the cursor jump and
pushed the cursor in the direction opposing the perturbation.
For the jump during hold condition, the corrective response
occurred considerably slower (~165 ms after perturbation).
We found no evidence of a transient, maladaptive change
in neural push that could reflect (unwanted) influence on
decoded velocity by neural correlates of processing the
perturbation-induced error. This effect would have manifest
itself in our analysis as a negative neural push along the
perturbation axis (transiently magnifying the perturbation) or
as an early occurring negative change in neural push along
the task axis during the 30 mm or 60 mm conditions
(interfering with the monkey’s ability to continue generating
neural push to move the cursor towards the target). We did
observe slight changes in neural push along the task axis
later, likely reflecting the monkey re-aiming the cursor
towards the center of the target from its newly offset position.
Finally, we looked directly for an early perturbationinduced neural activity transient that did not affect decoded
velocity. Fig. 4 shows that there was indeed an initial

IV. DISCUSSION
A monkey controlling a BMI was able to correct for
relatively large perturbations quickly and accurately. This
effective error correction was enabled by two factors. Firstly,
there was a rapidly occuring and strong corrective neural
response beginning 115 ms after the cursor jump. This
measurement is consistent with feedback latency reported in
[15] and is only slightly slower than the latency of visuallydriven responses in motor cortex (80-100 ms) during arm
control [17], [18]. This suggests that the additional
computational overhead of mapping error to the appropriate
BMI corrective response (at least in this high performing
biomimetic BMI) is modest. This latency is nonetheless
considerably slower than the ~50 ms needed for
priorioception-mediated corrective M1 responses [12]; BMIs
with prioprioceptive write-in may potentially enable even
faster error corrections [27]. Secondly, the neural response
pushed the cursor in the direction opposing the perturbation
as soon as the response began to influence decoded velocity.
We observed no maladaptive velocity transient due to, for
example, “leakage” of the initial neural computations into the
“output-potent” subspace (borrowing concepts from [20]).
Rather, the earliest neural response was confined to the
“decoder-null” subspace.
10
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Fig. 4. Comparing overall perturbation-induced neural response to the
projection of this response onto the decoder. Brighter upper traces show
change in decoder-potent neural push magnitude. Darker lower traces show
change of firing rate averaged across the recorded population, i.e., average
firing rate on cursor jump trials minus average firing rate on unperturbed
trials. Downward arrowheads mark the response latency (p < 0.001) for
changes in neural push (earliest of change along task axis or perturbation
axis). Upward arrowheads mark the response latency for changes in firing
rate (128, 113, 76, and 78 ms for the 30, 60, 100 mm, and hold jump
conditions, respectively). Traces are means across all recorded trials.
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We were surprised to find that the monkey did not correct
errors occuring later in the trial with more vigor, as might be
expected under many optimal feedback control cost functions
[10]. Rather, the time to target penalty increased with later
cursor jumps. Due to the geometry of the task, the jump
offset increased straight-line distance to the target more if it
happened closer to the target. Since the neural response did
not increase faster or reach a greater maximum for later
perturbations, it follows that the time to correct the error was
longer for the later perturbations. This could be due to a lack
of motivation on the part of the monkey to make stronger
corrections, or alternatively because of ceiling effects in
terms of how strong a neural corrective response could be
generated. Future work will be needed to differentiate
between these possibilities. Furthermore, we found that the
corrective response to perturbations during the hold time was
delayed compared to corrective responses during cursor
movement, and that the response to jumps midway through
the trajectory increased fastest. This raises the possibility that
the motor system is better primed to make strong corrective
BMI responses during movement compared to when it is
attempting to hold the cursor in place.
Incorporating this knowledge about how the brain
responds to perturbations into future decoder designs may
lead to more robust BMIs that can explicitly facilitate a user’s
error corrections.
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